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The suppression and modification of high-energy processes, like jets, in heavy-ion collisions
provides an important window to access the degrees of freedom of this exotic material on different
length scales. Despite increasingly precise and differential measurements of the properties of jets
in heavy-ion collisions, however, it has remained challenging to use jets to make unambiguous
and model-independent statements about the quark–gluon plasma. Here I will give a personal
take on some origins of these challenges, including the difficulty of modelling and biases from
jet selection that obfuscate the direct interpretation of jet modification measurements. I will
discuss a few model studies that have helped to disentangle the source of non-intuitive effects in
measurements, and finally highlight data-driven approaches as an interesting opportunity toward
studying the quark–gluon plasma in a model-independent way.
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High-energy collisions between large nuclei provide unique experimental access to a novel high-
temperature, deconfined phase of matter, the quark–gluon plasma, produced in these collisions.
Though the observation of collective behavior of the quark–gluon plasma suggests that it is a
strongly-coupled liquid around the scale of its temperature, at high enough momentum-transfer
QCD describes quarks and gluons that are weakly-coupled. Understanding how a strongly-coupled
quark–gluon plasma emerges fromQCD, and how its interactions and degrees of freedom interpolate
between these regimes, provides strong motivation to study its properties as a function of length
scale [1].

A tried-and-true method for studying the degrees of freedom of a material as a function of
length (energy) scale is to study the attenuation or deflection of an external probe, for example
an electron beam, in the material as a function of its energy. The extremely short lifetime of the
quark–gluon plasma makes it impossible to study it with external probes, but high-energy processes
produced in the collision can be used as probes. Systematic differences in the yield and properties
of high-energy processes in heavy-ion collisions compared to a baseline expectation from proton–
proton collisions has become a critical avenue for studying the quark–gluon plasma produced in
heavy-ion collisions (see [2] for a review of relevant measurements).

In this mini-review, I will give a very personal and incomplete view on the status of using
jets to understand the structure of the quark–gluon plasma. I will first mention briefly some broad
theoretical frameworks which are employed to study jet modification. I will then discuss challenges
in the direct interpretation of jet modification measurements, focusing mostly on biases due to jet
selection. Based on the difficulty of both modelling and the direct interpretation of data, it is highly
desirable to constrain the properties of the quark–gluon plasma asmuch as possible independently of
the features of specificmodels. I will advocate amore agnostic use ofmodels to diagnose the physics
effects at play in particular observables, understand their qualitative impact on measurements, and
generate new ideas about how to disentangle multiple effects. I will briefly mention a few examples
I find interesting of using models to understand the origin of non-intuitive features in measurements,
and finally discuss some recent effort on data-driven approaches to studying the quark–gluon plasma.

1. Jets in heavy-ion collisions

In high-energy collisions between protons, there will occasionally be a particularly high
momentum-transfer scattering between partons (quarks or gluons) in the incoming protons. Highly-
virtual partons in the final state of this scattering succesively fragment to produce collimated sprays
of hadrons at the detector, called jets. By restricting to those events with jets of high transverse
momentum (pT ), it is possible to select high momentum-transfer processes for which the QCD
coupling is small. Jet production in proton–proton collisions has been studied extensively and in
this regime can be calculated in a controlled way using perturbative QCD.

Qualitatively, the goal of a jet is to collect all hadrons that originate from radiation off of the
same initiating high-energy (“hard”) parton. In this ideal case, summing for example the pT or
invariant mass of all hadrons in the jet gives access to the pT or invariant mass of the initiating
parton. In practice, asking which hadrons are associated with the hard scattering is not well-defined.
At the hadron level a jet must be defined through a “jet algorithm” that identifies clusters of high-
momentum hadrons in the detector, for example [3]. Depending on the cone size of jets in this
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algorithm, radiation not from the initiating parton that ends up inside the jet cone is counted as part
of the jet, and radiation from the initiating parton that is at large angles relative to the jet axis may
not be included in the jet.

In heavy-ion collisions, similar high-energy processes can occur between protons in the in-
coming nuclei. It should be kept in mind that parton distribution functions for nuclei are different
than those for protons, but at high energies it is thought that these effects are small [4]. To the extent
that this effect can be neglected, one can think of jets in heavy-ion collisions as being produced as
in proton–proton collisions and subsequently modified by the quark–gluon plasma. In this picture,
differences in the properties of jets in proton–proton and heavy-ion collisions is a probe of the
quark–gluon plasma jets in heavy-ion collisions must pass through.

The theoretical description and modelling of jets in heavy-ion collisions is made difficult by
the fact that many scales of momentum transfer may be relevant for describing energy loss of jets
in the quark–gluon plasma, including in regimes where the QCD coupling is large and perturbative
techniques are not fully controlled. An energetic parton in a finite-temperature medium will
experience radiation induced by the medium in addition to radiation it would have experienced in
vacuum. The features of this radiation have been studied extensively (see [5] for a review) and
provide many critical insights on the features of parton interactions with the plasma. To make
contact with phenomenology it is however often necessary to treat a jet not as a parton but as a
complicated multi-scale object. In this direction there has been substantial effort to formulate Soft
Collinear Effective Theory, which has proven to be a powerful tool to study jets in proton–proton
collisions, to account for interactions of jets with the medium [6–9].

A large number of other phenomenological models of jets in heavy-ion collisions are based
on Monte Carlo generators for proton–proton collisions (commonly, Pythia) modified to describe
interactions with the plasma (for example, [10–14]). These descriptions are convenient because
they can efficiently be used to analyze any observable, include a phenomenological model of
hadronization, define a jet through a jet algorithm, and can easily incorporate nuclear parton
distribution functions. Though strictly the parton shower is only defined in momentum space, in
these models the parton shower is typically assigned a (somewhat ad-hoc) spacetime picture to
allow it to be interfaced with the spacetime evolution of the quark–gluon plasma, so that energy lost
by partons in the shower can depend on local properties of the medium, for example temperature or
density. In some variants, energy lost by partons from the shower is redistributed in the medium.
Separating hadrons from the medium and from the shower is not well-defined; experimentally it
is necessary to have a procedure for subtracting “background” that is not correlated with the jet.
Especially jet observables that are sensitive to low-energy radiation and radiation further from the
jet axis (for example, the jet mass) can be very sensitive to medium response and the treatment of
background subtraction [15] where manymodels lose control. Recent measurements of large-radius
jets [16, 17] may provide an exciting opportunity to learn about this difficult regime from data.

2. Jet selection and the interpretation of modification observables

Unfortunately, it is not possible to measure jet-by-jet modification directly, since the properties
of a jet when it was produced generally cannot be measured. The standard procedure is to compare
the statistical properties of jets in heavy-ion collisions to a baseline of jets in proton–proton collisions
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to infer the modification. This gives rise to several non-trivial interpretation issues which will be
discussed below (see also [1]).

First, the sample of jets that is probed by proton–proton and heavy-ion measurements are
different. Since the properties of jets are modified by the quark–gluon plasma, if the properties
before modification are not accessible then any method to select jets will change the sample. Maybe
the most important example of this is the selection of jets by their pT : since jets lose energy
in the quark–gluon plasma, samples of proton–proton and heavy-ion jets with the same pT had
systematically different pT when they were produced. Each heavy-ion jet was produced with a pT
that was higher by the amount of its energy loss (which itself may depend on other aspects of its
production). Since almost all properties of jets depend strongly on their pT , the statistical properties
of these samples of jets would look different even in the absence of modification by the plasma. If
there is a difference in the distribution of a jet observable between proton–proton and heavy-ion
collisions, it is difficult to disentangle whether this arises because the distribution of that observable
was already different when the jets were produced, or due in part to modification by the plasma.

In addition, the sample of heavy-ion jets is substantially biased towards those jets that lost
as little energy as possible in the quark–gluon plasma. The reason for this is that the probability
for producing a jet falls very steeply with pT . For a sample of heavy-ion jets with fixed pT , this
means that there are many more that were initiated by a hard process that was only slightly higher
pT and lost a small amount of energy, than that were produced with much higher pT and lost a
lot of energy, just because the former were produced in dramatically larger numbers because they
are lower pT . This bias can have a particularly large (and confusing) impact on jet modification
observables, which will be discussed in more detail in the next Section.

These issues can be reduced in a class of processes where a jet is produced with a high-energy
electroweak boson like a photon or Z-boson. Since the (uncolored) electroweak boson is unmodified
by the quark–gluon plasma, its measured pT is a reasonable proxy for the pT of the parton that
initiated the recoiling jet. These processes are much more rare than those producing inclusive
jets, but have been accessed experimentally (for example, photon-jet [18, 19] and Z-jet [20, 21]
pT correlations). Both for the higher statistics (and corresponding possibility of more differential
measurements) and the increased sensitivity to gluon-initiated jets, however, it remains critical to
use inclusive jet events effectively as a probe of the quark–gluon plasma produced in heavy-ion
collisions. To do this requires thinking carefully about how to disentangle physical effects from
selection biases.

3. Disentangling competing effects in models

Especially with the important role of selection biases and other effects which may convolute the
interpretation of jet modification measurements, an important role of models can be to use model
information to diagnose the physics that a measurement is sensitive to.

One area in which selection biases have entered the qualitative discussion about the interaction
of jets with the quark–gluon plasma is in understanding whether jets get narrower or wider due to
modification by the plasma. The measured jet shape in heavy-ion collisions [22, 23] is narrower at
intermediate radii than for jets in proton–proton collisions in the same pT range. This narrowing can
be understood as an increase in the fraction of (typically narrower) quark-initiated jets in heavy-ion
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collisions due to the larger energy loss of gluon-initiated jets [24]. It was shown in [25] and explored
in more detail in [26] that this apparent narrowing can occur even if every individual jet widens due
to its interaction with the plasma, because of the selection bias. It is also interesting in comparison to
the measurement of photon-tagged jet shapes [27], where the selection bias in pT is removed using
the photon tag and the narrowing is not observed (though photon+jet sample is alsomore dominantly
quark jets). It has also been argued that a similar effect may impact fragmentation functions [28]
and that selection biases may also substantially decrease the sensitivity of jet observables to medium
response [29].

It also appears that the energy asymmetry of back-to-back jets, which was originally thought to
be due to different path lengths of each jet in the quark–gluon plasma, may require a more delicate
interpretation. It was shown in [30] that the generation of this asymmetry need not necessarily
be due to path length differences between the back-to-back jets in the medium. Non-intuitively,
samples of jets in this model with the same path length have similar asymmetry to those with varying
path lengths, suggesting that fluctuations in the energy loss of jets with the same path length could
be crucial to the asymmetry. The fact that energy loss fluctuations can be comparably important
to path-length differences has also been observed in [31], and a delicate interplay between the
path-length dependence and role of fluctuations has also been observed in [32]. The detailed origin
of this effect, namely whether the apparent lack of dependence of the asymmetry on path-length is
due to it being a much smaller effect jet-by-jet than the effect of energy loss fluctuations, or due to
selection biases, remains to be understood.

It has also been pointed out in [33] that the apparent lack of dependence of the jet RAA on the
collision energy, despite the larger energy loss anticipated in the hotter plasma produced at higher
energies, could be due to simultaneous effects of different spectra and different energy loss at the
two energies. This highlights the importance of measuring energy loss in a way that is less sensitive
to the vacuum spectra than the RAA, for example [34].

4. Toward interpreting data without models

Due to the challenges posed by selection biases and the lack of first-principles modelling, there
has been substantial recent work towards increasingly model-agnostic and data-driven approaches
to learning about the quark–gluon plasma.

The average energy loss of jets as a function of their pT can be measured from the (pT -
dependent) shift of the jet-production spectrum to lower pT in heavy-ion collisions compared to
proton–proton collisions [34]. It was proposed in [34] that this can be used to mitigate the effects
of selection biases in jet modification observables by adjusting the pT range of a heavy-ion jet
measurement relative to the pT range of the proton–proton measurement to compensate for the
average energy loss of jets at that pT . Since this procedure only corrects for the average energy
loss, the samples of heavy-ion and proton–proton jets that are compared will still not be identical.
Regardless, the selection bias due to energy loss is decreased, and differences between comparing
proton–proton and heavy-ion jets either with the same pT or with a pT adjusted to account for
energy loss can give a benchmark for the magnitude of selection bias effects. It would additionally
be interesting to compare this to using Bayesian analysis to extract the average energy loss from
fits to RAA for inclusive and photon-tagged jet measurements as in [35]. A potentially exciting area
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for future exploration is understanding how boson+jet and hadron+jet measurements can be used
in tandem with inclusive jet measurements to clarify their interpretation [36].

A theoretically-clear probe of the interactions of the quark–gluon plasma with jets is the
difference in energy loss between jets initiated by quarks or gluons. To the extent that the quark–
gluon plasma sees a jet as an extended objectwith the color of the initiating parton, gluon jetswill lose
more energy by a factor of their larger color charge. Deviations from this scaling would suggest that
the quark–gluon plasma resolves finer scales within the jet [37]. Unfortunately, jet measurements are
generally a mixture of both quark- and gluon-initiated jets, which makes constraining their separate
energy loss difficult. The quenching of jets initiated by a b-quark has been measured [38, 39] and
shows no significant difference compared to the quenching of inclusive jets, which also contain
gluon-initiated jets. Particularly at high pT in heavy-ion collisions however, inclusive jets may have
quite high quark fraction, which could make this comparison relatively insensitive to gluon energy
loss. There has been recent work aiming to use Bayesian analysis to extract RAA separately for
quark and gluon jets from experimental data [40] which found large differences in the quenching of
quark- and gluon-initiated jets. A recent method for extracting quark and gluon fractions from data
using Pythia templates, on the hand, has suggested minimal differences between proton–proton
and heavy-ion collisions [41]. A method for extracting quark and gluon fractions without using
templates has recently been proposed [42] and applied to heavy-ion collisions [43] and may enable
future data-driven extraction of quark and gluon jet modification.

Finally, an exciting direction is to seek new observables that probe aspects of the quark–gluon
plasma that are not accessible in other measurements or provide new handles on energy loss and
modification. For example, it was proposed in [44] that the intermediate W boson in the decay of
a top quark makes it possible to change the amount of time a jet interacts with the quark–gluon
plasma, which is not possible in other measurements that average over the full time evolution of the
quark–gluon plasma.

5. Concluding remarks and outlook

Recent years have seen dramatic progress in increasingly differential measurements of a variety
of jet observables in heavy-ion collisions. These provide an exciting opportunity to access the
short-distance structure of the quark–gluon plasma. In tandem with theoretical developments and
improvements in phenomenological modelling, model-agnostic and data-driven approaches provide
an important, and complementary, opportunity to cross-check model assumptions and draw model-
independent conclusions where possible.
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